Human-computer interfaces are getting more complex every day with the purpose of easing the use of computers and enhancing the overall user experience. Since research has shown that a majority of human interaction comes from non-verbal communication, user emotion detection is one of the directions that can be taken to enhance the overall user experience. This paper proposes a system for human emotion recognition by analyzing key facial regions using principal component analysis and neural networks. The proposed system has been trained and tested on the FEEDTUM database where it achieved a relatively high average score of correct recognition and therefore showed promise for future development.
INTRODUCTION
Recent years have shown an increasing interest in enhancing possibilities of human-computer interactions. It is argumented that for accomplishment of intelligent and efficient communication or interaction one would need to perform natural communication similar to human beings [1] . Humans mostly communicate through verbal means, but a very large part of communication comes down to body language or mimic and movement. Furthermore, some studies, e.g. [2] , claim that over 93% of interpersonal communication refers to nonverbal communication. Therefore, despite popular belief, research in social psychology has shown that conversations are usually dominated by facial expressions and mimicry, rather than the spoken word, which further highlights the predisposition of a listener to a speaker. Based upon this, it can be said that the process of creating an effective man-machine interface (HCI) must include knowledge of mimics. In this paper, we propose a system for human emotion recognition by analyzing key facial regions using principal component analysis and neural networks. In Chapter 2 various systems and technologies for emotion recognition and analysis are described. Chapter 3 lists and describes commonly used databases for emotion recognition. The system for emotion recognition developed in Matlab is described in Chapter 4, where technologies used are also carefully explained. In Chapter 5 testing results are presented and analyzed. The final chapter gives an overview and conclusion of the research.
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Mehrabian [2] stresses that the linguistic part of the message, i.e. the spoken word, contributes only 7% to the overall impression of the message as a whole. On the other hand, the paralinguistic part, the manner how something is spoken contributes with 38%, from where it follows that mimics and body language contribute as much as 55% to the overall impression or perception of the message as a whole. In addition, more research has recently suggested that emotional skills are part of intelligence, i.e. emotional intelligence, as in [3] . In 1994, Ekman [4] found evidence supporting the claim about universality of facial expressions or mimics which was speculated since Charles Darwin's "The expression of the emotions in man and animals". Those universal facial expressions represent emotions of happiness, sadness, anger, fear, surprise and disgust. Along with neutral emotion, facial expression sums up to seven universal emotional classes. Since then, interest in this type of interaction has been increasing, so today emotion recognition systems include border security systems, forensics, virtual reality, computer games, robotics and computer vision, video conferencing, web services and people profiling.
The alternative approach to a fixed number of universal emotions from Ekman [4] is the dimensional description of emotions. In this model, the emotional state is represented as a point of a dimension set defining different emotional concepts, [5] [6] [7] . In that way, instead of only seven emotional states, a continuous 2D or 3D space is created with a potentially very large number of emotional states. Popular ways of describing emotions in dimensional models is using dimensions of evaluation (or valence) and activation (or arousal). The evaluation dimension measures how a person feels from negative emotions like sadness to pleasant emotions like happiness, while the activation dimension determines how active a person would be in his/her emotional state, so it ranges from passive to active. However, by [8] , it is also evident that these two dimensions are intercorrelated. Also, a projection of multidimensional emotional states to a rudimentary 2D plane results in a loss of information where complex emotional states become indistinguishable (such as fear and anger), while others are even placed outside of the monitored space (such as surprise). Therefore, in this paper we use universal emotional classes, because they describe more unique emotional states than a 2D evaluation/activation model.
There are various methods for emotion recognition depending on what is analyzed, visual or auditory information. Systems that try to integrate both senses creating thereby multimodal systems also exist [9, 10] . The visual systems can be further divided into those that analyze video sequences and those that analyze only static images. Furthermore, two trends in the field of visual emotion recognition dominate in the literature: holistic methods, i.e. modeling of facial deformations globally, which includes face as a whole, and analytical methods that observe and measure local or distinctive facial deformations (e.g. eyes, eyebrows, mouth, etc.) to create descriptive and expressive models.
Some other developed systems take a different approach than audio or visual cues and monitor psychological signals related with emotions generated by the autonomous nervous system, such as galvanic skin response, heart rate and temperature. In [7] , the authors state that such developed system could be used for a new generation of intelligent user interfaces. These interfaces adapt to specific users by choosing appropriate exercises for study or intervention and give users feedback about their current level of knowledge. Since most systems are based on analyzing visual and/or audio cues, those approaches will be explained further in the next chapters.
Auditory Data Analysis
In auditory and speech analysis, the use of global supersegment or prosodic sound elements and characteristics mainly prevails for emotion recognition. Therefore, in these cases statistics is calculated on the level of pronunciation in general [11] . The limitation of such systems is that they only describe global characteristics and thus have no data on local dynamic changes in the sound. In order to obtain information about local variations it is possible to carry out spectral analysis of local audio segments.
Although most systems consider only one information type (visual or auditory), some systems try to combine them into one multimodal system. Busso et al. [9] have merged emotion recognition via video and voice in two ways. In the first method, audio and visual features were led to a single classifier, while in the second, auditory and visual information were processed in separate classifiers and then adequately combined. In that way efficiency of emotion recognition has increased as opposed to using just one information type for classification.
Video Data Analysis
As mentioned earlier, analysis of visual information for the purpose of emotion recognition is implemented in a variety of methods for emotion recognition. Part of these methods based their emotion recognition on the sequence of images or video information with the purpose of detecting facial movement. One of the first methods for movement encoding was developed by Ekman [4] by devising a coding scheme called Facial Action Coding System (FACS), which uses a series of Action Units (AU). Every action unit is linked to a certain facial muscle and its movement that is visible on the face. This coding scheme was an inspiration to many studies that used images and video for automatic tracing of facial features for categorizing different facial expressions [9, [12] [13] [14] . An example of that coding can be seen in Figure 1 which displays types of face movement monitoring (Figure 1a ) by utilizing a wire frame model (Figure 1b ) gained from the PBVD face tracker [12] .
Methods used for analysis of video information usually differentiate themselves by groups of characteristics or features taken into account or by the classifier used, as described in [9, 10, 12, [14] [15] [16] . There are various types of classifiers that mainly depend on the technology used, from hidden Markov models, neural networks, fuzzy systems to genetic algorithms. In addition, depending on the features used there are static and dynamic classifiers. Static classifiers take a vector of characteristic values, a feature vector, which is linked with a single picture, and classify it independently of other pictures. Dynamical classifiers try to discern a time pattern in a sequence of feature vectors linked to individual images in a row gaining thereby access to information's time domain and linking current status to some past state or movement.
As already mentioned, the majority of methods for emotion recognition via video information is based on observing facial deformation of specific facial regions or movement of characteristic points. For example, if the system identifies that the edge points of the mouth have moved upwards while the center points have remained the same, the system could characterize that state or movement as a smile or laughter. Therefore, in order to discern movement of points on the face it is necessary to set certain facial reference points or lines which need to have fixed positions or values in order to serve as landmarks for facial movement. Tip of the nose is commonly used as a reference point since the nose does not participate in facial expressions or mimics [9] .
Static Image Analysis
Static image analysis for the purpose of emotion classification is very similar to using static classifiers when analyzing video data. In other words, only characteristic information displayed on that single image is used without any linking to past expressions or states. Generally, when considering emotion recognition from static images there are two basic principles that determine which facial region is going to be used for feature extraction. In one principle, the face is globally analyzed and features from the entire face are gathered as in [9] and [17] , while according to the second principle, analysis is employed on only certain facial regions of which we know that they hold information about emotions, i.e. regions like the mouth, eyes or eyebrows. In this research mouth and eyes regions are used for emotion recognition in a similar way as in [15] and [18] .
Systems employing global facial analysis often use spectral filtering or spatial transformations to highlight certain facial characteristics that can further be used as facial and emotional features. For that purpose, Gabor and LogGabor filters or statistical analysis can be used [16] . Gabor filters are linear filters which allow separation of information responsive to a particular filter frequency or its phase orientation. Therefore, in order to extract all available information from the image it is necessary to utilize a series of Gabor filters that are precisely tuned to specific frequencies and angles. As their name implies, these filters are based on Gabor wavelets that have a similar response as the human visual system what makes them very suitable for facial feature detection and recognition. A disadvantage of using global facial analysis is that the process creates very large quantities of information and features and all of them are needed for emotion detection. For example, an analysis of a 128x128 pixel picture creates a feature vector with 16383 elements needed to be considered and in some way learnt to classify. Therefore, when using global analysis it is often advised that before the information enters a classifier one should utilize a method for dimension reduction such as principal component analysis or linear discriminant analysis. Principal component analysis has also the ability to classify the data; therefore it is often used as a classifier and a dimension reduction technique at the same time.
When using local and regional facial analysis, the situation is much more interesting because in addition to methods used for global analysis that can be applied here, there are numerous other methods that can be applied over those regions for the purpose of feature extraction. There are certain methods that gain facial region information by applying edge detection and genetic algorithms for determining optimal proper and improper ellipsis that precisely describes the shape of eyes and the mouth [18, 19] . Ellipsis parameters are used afterwards as input information for emotion classifiers. Other implementations of local analysis retrieve characteristic facial points using various combinations of different methods which could include neural networks, facial masks, edge detection/counting and texture analysis. A different combination of those methods for visual information extraction can attain optimal detection of information such as position and dimension of facial features like eyes, nose or the mouth, which can then input the classifier and recognize the current emotional state of the person analyzed [15] . For a more detailed survey of recent audio, visual and multimodal methods for emotion recognition a reader is referred to [20] . 
COMMONLY USED DATABASES
For experimental studies in the area of emotion recognition, there are four commonly used databases of facial expressions and videos. One of the first databases used was Ekman's [4] , where each of the seven universal emotional states was represented by images from several individuals. Other frequently used database was JAFFE, which includes 213 images of the same seven universal expressions across 10 individuals. The JAFFE database is of Japanese origin and therefore all subjects used in the database contain Asian facial characteristics. Also commonly used database is the one from Cohn-Kanade that used 52 subjects displaying all seven universal emotions across several video recordings and images for each of the subjects. Every video recording in this database starts with a neutral state which is followed by the emotional expression and finally by a neutral one. The most interesting database it the FEEDTUM database from Munich [21] . Unlike other databases that employ professional actors to simulate specific emotional expressions, the FEEDTUM database contains recordings of people's actual reactions to outside stimuli. As mentioned in the official documentation, subjects participating in the experiment were shown video clips of various contents with the purpose of inducing the whole spectrum of sincere human emotions, during which time their reactions were carefully recorded and manually categorized. Furthermore, official documentation described the process in which the subjects did not know what would be shown to them, which in turn greatly contributes to the authenticity of displayed emotions. Because of this high credibility, the FEEDTUM database was chosen for development and testing of the system described in this paper.
The FEEDTUM database contains data from 18 individuals consisting of over 300 images for each of the seven universal emotions. The images included are actually derived from video clips of subjects which were broken into series of individual images starting with a neutral emotion and followed by the display of the actual emotion. Therefore, out of previously mentioned 300 images only about half were actually usable for emotion recognition. Besides images, the FEEDTUM database holds video clips in avi video format that could be used for emotion recognition by detection of characteristic facial movement, but since our research focused on static images, those were not used. Out of 18 tested subjects, 3 of them wore glasses and were therefore excluded from this research because of interference they cause when detecting eye emotions. For this research, from the 15 remaining subjects only one image was chosen depicting each of the seven emotion types which were later used for training the classifiers. In that way, we gained 15 images of eyes and mouth regions or 105 images in total for each of those regions used as a training set for neural networks. Each of the selected images from the database were cropped and centered so that only the face is shown. Figure 2 . displays all of the seven universal emotions of one subject. Furthermore, images with detected edges are also displayed under an appropriate image. Several emergent databases have started to appear in the last few years; for a full list a reader is referred to [22] . 
System Description
Emotion recognition in this paper is based on observation of contours, namely of facial features displayed in still pictures. Facial features used are obtained by edge detection and focusing on specific facial regions of eyes and the mouth. Therefore, classification and emotion recognition is performed exclusively through those two facial regions. The selection of these two regions as the basis for emotion recognition is intuitive since the most visual indication of emotions is visible in those regions. That assumption has been scientifically proven numerous times is studies [2] and [4] , where the test subject would confirm which facial region they would observe when detecting a certain emotion.
For a classifier that will learn to recognize specific emotions, a neural network was chosen because it enables a higher flexibility in training and adapting to a particular problem of classification. For this research, the total of 15 neural networks was used, and from that number, one was used for region detection and the other 14 learned to recognize 7 universal emotions over eyes and mouth regions.
System development was divided into two phases. In the first phase, classifiers were developed and trained to recognize facial regions and emotions which were then used in the second phase. System assembly came in the second phase, where all the parts were linked together into one unit with the ability to automatically recognize emotions from still images. Facial features necessary for such recognition are acquired by edge detection via the Canny edge detection algorithm. The Canny algorithm was chosen because it enables a detailed specification of the threshold for edge detection. By adjusting a lower and an upper sensitivity threshold, we enable the algorithm to mark only Emotion Recognition System by a Neural Network Based Facial Expression Analysis D. Filko, G. Martinović the main edges necessary to distinguish eyes and mouth shapes of the facial expression and thus enabling emotion recognition by analyzing those regions. Therefore, lower and upper sensitivity thresholds were set to 0.1 and 0.18, respectively. In so doing, the majority of noise or lines and edges not necessary for the analysis were excluded. After edge detection, it was necessary to manually crop the eyes and mouth regions to the images size of 94 x 30 pixels. Those images would be used for training the neural network to recognize eyes and mouth regions so it can later be used for automatic region detection and emotion detection after that. Each individual picture dimension of 94 x 30 pixels is converted to feature vectors with 2820 elements. Groups of such vectors are arranged as rows or columns in the feature matrix used as inputs to neural networks in the training process. Prior to usage of these matrix, one more step must be applied. As already mentioned, each feature vector consists of 2820 elements or individual characteristics that describe regions around eyes and the mouth. Learning all those characteristics would make the system unusable because many elements would contribute to noise of the system and excessive dimensionality, which would also lead to an increase in hardware requirements. Therefore, it is necessary to apply an algorithm that would reduce dimensionality to an appropriate level. Principal component analysis was used to reduce the number of elements in feature vectors and therefore feature matrices from 2820 to only 50, after which the feature matrix was ready to be input to a neural network along with the label output vector. During the course of PCA transformation of the training data, we gain access to the transformation matrix that is later used to transfer test samples to the newly created PCA subspace.
The procedure of training neural networks involved 210 samples and 105 of them were pictures of the eye area, while other 105 samples were pictures of the mouth area. Furthermore, out of these 105 samples per region, 15 of them display each of the 7 universal emotions (anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, surprise and neutral emotion). Therefore, the neural network input during training was the feature matrix with dimensions 50 x 210 (after PCA transformation) where individual samples were placed in columns. The corresponding output label vector had 210 elements that denoted membership to a particular facial region. For the purpose of classifying individual emotions, 14 neural networks were created, 7 for the eyes and 7 for the mouth region, that is, one for each type of a universal emotion. For each of the two sets of neural networks 105 samples participated for the eyes and the mouth region, respectively. Their input feature matrix had dimensions of 50 x 105 and the output label vector had 105 elements. The output label vector was different for each of the 14 neural networks recognizing emotions where labels denoted membership to a particular currently considered class of emotion.
The neural network architecture used consisted of only one hidden layer with 20 neurons and the TANSIG transfer function, while the output layer transfer function was linear. The chosen learning algorithm was Levenberg -Marquart as an optimal choice between precision and flexibility. The learning process usually took several dozen seconds and dozen iterations and it depended on the achieved learning performance. As mentioned, 15 neural networks created in first phase were transferred to phase two where they were used as classifiers in the automatic process of firstly determining eyes and mouth regions and after that the class of registered emotions of the input picture.
The second phase consisted of assembling a system that will automatically identify the emotion expressed by the person on the input picture. The developed system can be seen in Figure 3 .
The system performs eight steps before emotion is classified and they include the following:
1. Subject picture is loaded into the system and converted to a grayscale image with ranges from 0 to 255.
2. Grayscale image is run through the Canny edge detection algorithm with a lower and an upper sensitivity threshold set to 0.1 and 0.18, respectively.
3. The resulting binary image is passed through eyes and mouth region classifier for the purpose of precisely locating those facial regions.
4. Based on results from step 3, the recognition matrix is created, which enables us to locate the optimal position of eyes and mouth facial regions that would then be used for emotion recognition. Optimal positioning is based on finding points in the matrix that has values close to 1 (eye region) and 0 (mouth region). Other methods for optimal positioning were considered but experiments proved them to be less effective. This step of the system is most sensitive because miscalculation by a few pixels here could mean a difference between positive recognition and a false one in later stages. 
where D T OT AL is the total recognition value for a currently displayed image, D EY ES and D M OU T H are recognition values for eyes and mouth facial regions, respectively.
7. In the final step, the highest total value is found and its label is determined. The probability of successful recognition can be related to the selected value in the way that the greater the value and closer to number 2, the more probable it is that the recognition was successful.
The described system, its functions and scripts were developed in MATLAB 2008b. During development of the system "nntool" was used for all of the creation purposes of neural networks, while actual simulation of a neural network was via "sim" command. Edge detection was carried out by the provided "edge" command, while PCA analysis was realized by "cov" and "eig" commands. The rest of the system was created for the purpose of this research. The function that implements the system described can be seen in Figure 4 . As we can see from the pseudocode in Figure 4 , the system function contains all steps described previously, from the starting edge detection to final emotion determination. For the "ClassifyEmotion" function to work, it needs to receive the following 7 parameters:
• Image over which the analysis will be carried out (image),
• Neural network for facial region recognition (netEyesAndMouth),
• Neural network sets for universal emotion recognition (netEmotionEyes, netEmotionMouth),
• Transformation matrix for shifting feature vectors to newly created subspaces by PCA analysis (transEandM, transEe, transMe).
PCA
Principal Component Analysis is a linear orthogonal transformation that transforms the data into a new coordinate system so that the variance of any data point is largest on the first coordinate. We assume therefore that a large variance describes some behavior we are interested in, while small variances are attributed to noise. In other words, application of PCA analysis on the sample data enables creation of all currently corresponding subspaces of the considered dataset. Hence, by reducing the dimensions of input data we retain the components with high variances that contain most of the features, while we discard the rest of the data.
A PCA analysis procedure in this research contained the following steps:
1. Set all feature vectors as rows in the matrix and find its transposed value. 
where Γ is an average value of an individual row in the matrix, Ψ is an overall average value and Φ is a row deviation from Ψ.
3. Determine matching pairs of eigenvectors and eigenvalues from the covariance matrix C. In this step we gain matrix X where eigenvectors are its columns and the matrix λ where eigenvalues are on its main diagonal. The following expression applies:
4. Sort eigenvalues in descending order and adequately shift columns in matrix X. Afterwards select d largest eigenvalue-eigenvector pairs.
5. Form a transformation matrix that enables the transfer of any future feature vector to a new PCA subspace.
Transferring the vector to a new subspace is done by multiplying the transposed transformation matrix and the transposed feature vector, therefore the following applies:
where X ,T is a transposed sorted matrix with d eigenvectors (a transposed transformation matrix), ν T i is a transposed feature vector and ω i is a new feature vector in the PCA subspace.
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Testing the developed system for emotion recognition was done with 105 images from the FEEDTUM database, 15 images for each of the 7 universal expressions or 7 images per subjects from the database. Test results are displayed in the following confusion table. The confusion table describes efficiency of the developed system to recognize emotions. The data is represented as a percentage of successful emotion recognition per emotion type. The chart of the same data can be seen in Figure 5 .
Fig. 5. Confusion table chart
According to the data, average successful emotion recognition is approximately 70%, which means that 73 out of 105 test pictures were successfully classified. Prior to the analysis of results, it is necessary to re-explain the nature of emotions shown in pictures. Specifically, as stated earlier, subjects engaged in creation of the FEED-TUM database were exposed to video clips while their reaction was recorded. Therefore, before interpretation it is necessary to stress out the relativity of the displayed emotion since it greatly depends on who is watching and how that person reacts to similar situations in life. Consequently, it can be concluded that there is no universal Emotion Recognition System by a Neural Network Based Facial Expression Analysis D. Filko, G. Martinović emotional perception or rather that there is no universal emotional reaction.
As can be seen, out of 15 images of anger, 11 of them are successfully classified, while the remaining 4 were recognized as sadness. This result is rather interesting because every person displays emotions differently and often these two classified emotions are entangled or substituted. From 15 images of disgust, 10 of them were successfully recognized, while the remaining 5 were classified as fear, neutral, surprise and two of them as sadness. The expression of disgust may itself have multiple interpretations because it depends on whether people are squeamish or the displayed video only causes surprise, fear or sadness. Of course, a person can be indifferent to what is shown to him/her. Out of 15 images of fear, only 7 of them were successfully classified, while the rest was mostly attributed to sadness, a little less to neutral expression and least to anger. The emotion of fear is extremely complex and its reaction often unidentified; all this is quite understandable because each individual copes with fear in his/her own way. Therefore, this emotion is difficult to recognize and classify which is shown by the worst results. From 15 images with expressions of happiness, 11 were successfully classified, while the remaining ones were evenly distributed to anger, fear, sadness and surprise. The emotion of happiness is mostly prone to external influences and its appearance or intensity greatly depends on previous events and the result is consistent with that. Out of 15 neutral expressions, 12 were successfully classified, while the remaining ones were attributed to anger, fear and sadness. Neutral expressions can be attributed to many reactions depending on their intensity. Out of 15 images of sadness, 10 were successfully classified, while most of misclassifications were attributed to disgust and less to anger, fear and neutral expression. As with fear, sadness is a complex state and not distinctively classified since it depends on how a person copes with sadness and that is displayed to the world around them. Out of 15 images of surprise expression, 12 were successfully classified, while the remaining three were attributed to fear and sadness. Surprise expressions can be achieved in various ways, both positive and negative.
Based upon those results, it can be concluded that the accuracy of emotion recognition of the developed system is in line with those from other sources where a lot more samples were used in the creation and learning process, as in [9] , [12] and [17] . Due to the difference between the databases used, a detailed comparison with those developed systems requires a more rigorous comparative analysis. Mistakes that occurred during classification can easily be attributed even to human emotion recognition, which is fully understandable if one takes into account the complex nature of human emotions and various ways of expressing emotions. Some research has proven great inconsistency between test subjects and their reported emotional states. It is elaborated that individuals differ in their ability to identify the emotion they are feeling, [23] . Finally, it can also be noted that misclassification of emotions usually occurred with respect to emotions, which could be attributed to similar output, such as anger and sadness, fear and sadness, etc.
CONCLUSION
Computer user interfaces have recently been extensively developed in the direction of hiding the complexity of computer operations from users and streamlining user experience. Observing and classifying user emotional states can be another step towards perfecting humanmachine interactions. Computers could then adjust their functionality to the current mood or emotional state of their users for the maximum interaction effect. In addition to applications in a variety of user interfaces, emotion recognition can have various other applications, from automatic recognition of psychological states or profiles on surveillance videos or behind the wheel of the vehicle to improving life quality of deaf or blind people.
The system developed in this research enables automatic emotion recognition from still images by utilizing specific facial regions such as eyes and the mouth. The system was developed in Matlab and its functionality is based on recognition of facial lines and features gained by the Canny algorithm and classified by neural networks. Eight steps are required in system operation, which does not seem prompt enough and further optimization may need to be taken if it were to be used for video processing. The conducted experiments have shown a 46% to 80% rate of successful recognition that comes down to the average precision of 70%. The efficiency could be improved by increasing the number of samples for individual emotional types and increasing the precision of the facial region detection stage.
The issue of universal emotion recognition causes difficulties due to ambivalent psychological and physical characteristics of emotions that are linked to the traits of each person individually. Therefore, this field of research will remain under continuous study for many years to come because many problems remain to be solved in order to create an ideal user interface or at least improve recognition of complex emotional states. 
